RAIN FOREST Word Search

MAMMAL SNNQNEEP
NPCPROTECTIONCNJ
EOBBNSASZGAIOOD
GNIXDSVUDHDHTZLO
OOOTKUOJJZCAOOE
RZDIASQHKMDTUGB
TAIBTTGNENPYW
IMVILASETOGSED
NAEVENIVEATFEPHL
CRRYONBRBBZVOGG
IQSPOABGEMONMINB
QCIOHKBOPSLULUV
YMTNCLUQMFEEJEZ
JMAYADEDOLELARDNI
HYJCLIMATEIDPKI

AMAZON BIODIVERSITY CLIMATE
DEFORESTATION ECOLOGY FOOD CHAIN
GREENHOUSE JUNGLE CANOPY
MAMMALS NITROGEN OZONE
PRESERVATION PROTECTION SUSTAINABLE
TEMPERATE UNSPOILED VEGETATION

Instructions:
Find and circle the words from the list. Words may be forward, backward, vertical, or diagonal within the puzzle.
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